Preliminary validation of the Knee Inflammation MRI Scoring System (KIMRISS) for grading bone marrow lesions in osteoarthritis of the knee: data from the Osteoarthritis Initiative
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ABSTRACT
Objective: Bone marrow lesions (BML) are an MRI feature of osteoarthritis (OA) offering a potential target for therapy. We developed the Knee Inflammation MRI Scoring System (KIMRISS) to semiquantitatively score BML with high sensitivity to small changes, and compared feasibility, reliability and responsiveness versus the established MRI Osteoarthritis Knee Score (MOAKS).

Methods: KIMRISS incorporates a web-based graphic overlay to facilitate detailed regional BML scoring. Observers scored BML by MOAKS and KIMRISS on sagittal fluid-sensitive sequences. Exercise 1 focused on interobserver reliability in Osteoarthritis Initiative observational data, with 4 readers (two experienced/two new to KIMRISS) scoring BML in 80 patients (baseline/1 year). Exercise 2 focused on responsiveness in an open-label trial of adalimumab, with 2 experienced readers scoring BML in 16 patients (baseline/12 weeks).

Results: Scoring time was similar for KIMRISS and MOAKS. Interobserver reliability of KIMRISS was equivalent to MOAKS for BML status (ICC=0.84 vs 0.79), but consistently better than MOAKS for change in BML: Exercise 1 (ICC 0.82 vs 0.53), Exercise 2 (ICC 0.90 vs 0.32), and in new readers (0.87–0.92 vs 0.32–0.51). KIMRISS BML was more responsive than MOAKS BML: post-treatment BML improvement in Exercise 2 reached statistical significance for KIMRISS (SRM −0.69, p=0.015), but not MOAKS (SRM −0.12, p=0.625). KIMRISS BML also more strongly correlated to WOMAC scores than MOAKS BML (r=0.80 vs 0.58, p=0.05).

Conclusions: KIMRISS BML scoring was highly feasible, and was more reliable for assessment of change and more responsive to change than MOAKS BML for expert and new readers.

INTRODUCTION
As new osteoarthritis (OA) treatment options emerge focused on inflammation,1 there is...
an increasing need for accurate and reproducible scoring methods to measure disease severity and treatment response. Bone marrow lesions (BML) seen on MRI may offer a target for therapy. BML are associated with increased risk for subsequent cartilage damage, especially when new or increasing.2-6 and in many studies, but not all, BML are associated with pain.6-16 Evidence is conflicting as to whether pain severity is correlated to BML size6-12 or not.9-11 19-21 or to BML location.12-14 This inconsistency may relate to limitations of the MRI-based BML scoring systems currently in use, particularly regarding relative insensitivity to small lesions or subtle changes.

There are a variety of semiquantitative knee OA scoring systems, with the most commonly used including the Whole-Organ MRI Score (WORMS),22 the Boston-Leeds Osteoarthritis Knee Score (BLOKS),23 and the MRI Osteoarthritis Knee Score (MOAKS).24 Other variants exist.25-28 BLOKS is a modification of WORMS with increased emphasis on BML appearance.29 30 MOAKS combines features of WORMS and BLOKS, with increased subdivision of regional assessment and further changes to BML scoring.31 Additional refinement of semiquantitative BML scoring may be helpful, particularly for longitudinal observational studies or clinical trials in which interval changes are graded to determine which subsets of patients progress or whether a treatment is effective. To increase the sensitivity to small changes in longitudinal data sets, ‘within-grade scoring’ for cartilage and BML has been tested, in which the reader notes whether there has been perceptible interval change that is not sufficient to alter the formal score by a full grade.31 The subjective assessment needed for this within-grade scoring has potential to increase inter-reader variability. An alternative to this modification would be to use a more granular scoring system, designed from the outset to be highly sensitive, which could more conveniently and reproducibly record these small changes.

Quantitative knee OA scoring methods, previously focused mainly on cartilage, can also determine BML volume by multiplying BML widths in three dimensions,32 manually drawing contours around BML,33 or determining regions from initial user inputs using specialised software.34 These methods can reduce observer dependence, but may require dedicated research-protocol MRI sequences, time-consuming manual measurements and/or specific postprocessing software. Semiquantitative scoring is more accessible, but can be complex for readers. Studies directly comparing semiquantitative versus quantitative BML scoring yield conflicting data regarding sensitivity to change.35-36

We have developed the Knee Inflammation MRI Scoring System (KIMRISS) to focus on factors thought to relate most to active disease, considered by many to have an inflammatory component: BML and synovitis-effusion.37 At the hip, BML measured by a similar scoring system, HIMRISS, correlated significantly to hip pain in early OA.38 KIMRISS and HIMRISS use a novel web-based image overlay for precise region definition. In this study, we compare inter-reader reliability of KIMRISS versus MOAKS BML in observational data (Exercise 1) and responsiveness to change in a therapeutic-trial setting (Exercise 2). We also assess validity by determining associations between BML, pain and function, and progression to arthroplasty.

METHODS

Scoring systems

KIMRISS BML scoring uses a HTML5 web-based interface (free for registered users, http://www.carearthritis.com), superimposing an interactive overlay (see online supplementary figures S1 and S2) on a sagittal fluid-sensitive MRI sequence (short-t inversion recovery or fat-saturated proton-density-weighted). We prefer use of true sagittal sequences but oblique sagittal sequences planned with respect to the anterior cruciate ligament are also acceptable for scoring. For reading exercises in a clinical trial, the reader will open an MRI already uploaded in a sequence prepared by the trial designers. Alternatively, the reader can manually upload an MRI to read directly. The overlay is moved by the reader to fit bone at three slices for the femur and tibia (central slice, medial compartment, lateral compartment). The overlay position is then automatically adjusted by interpolation to best fit other image slices, minimising reading time and user variability. In future this overlay positioning could be fully automated by use of an image segmentation routine. The overlay separates subarticular bone into ~1×1 cm regions. For 3 mm slice thickness, all knees in pilot data were captured within 29 sagittal slices, giving up to 763 regions (290 tibia, 377 femur, 96 patella). Each region is scored 0 by default. On each slice, the reader touches or mouse-clicks each BML-containing region, updating scores for those regions to 1 and causing them to change colour onscreen for feedback. The resulting BML scores are exportable in comma separated values (CSV) format for analysis. KIMRISS BML scoring is detailed in online supplementary materials.

MOAKS BML is scored in 15 regions (2 patellar, 6 femoral, 7 tibial), based on BML size (none=0, <33% of region=1; 33–66% of region=2, >67%=3), for maximum score 15×3=45 per knee.24 MOAKS also scores the percentage of BML that is non-cystic; since any purely cystic region is scored 0 in KIMRISS we did not evaluate these regions specifically. MOAKS also scores the number of BML in a region; since BML adjacent to each other may appear to merge or separate depending on technical factors and observer perception, this is a difficult parameter to score reproducibly or analyse meaningfully and was not considered for the current study.

Data available

Exercise 1: We used publicly available data (release 18) from the Osteoarthritis Initiative (OAI), a multicentre
observational study of 4796 patients with, or at risk for, OA. Our goal was to test scoring system reliability across the full spectrum of knees from no BML to extensive BML. To capture highly symptomatic knees likely to have large amounts of BML, we selected the first 40 consecutive OAI patients who went on to knee steroid injection within 1 year after enrolment. To complete the spectrum we included a non-injection cohort, 40 consecutive OAI patients with no knee steroid injection in year 1, matched to the injection-cohort for age, sex, knee side and Kellgren-Lawrence grade of radiographic OA as scored by OAI investigators. Baseline and 1-year follow-up MRIs were scored for each patient.

**Exercise 2:** Scans were obtained from an open-label pilot study testing treatment efficacy of adalimumab, a biological anti-inflammatory medication for knee OA (https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00686439). Patients received adalimumab 40 mg by subcutaneous injection on alternate weeks. Study design and patient characteristics have been reported previously. Baseline injection on alternate weeks. Study design and patient characteristics have been reported previously.

### Reading exercises

For Exercise 1, focused on interobserver reliability and feasibility, we had four readers score KIMRISS and MOAKS BML in baseline and 1-year MRI. Two expert readers, musculoskeletal radiologists (6 and 11 years of experience) involved in KIMRISS development, scored all 80 available OAI knees. Two readers new to KIMRISS, radiology residents with no previous semiquantitative scoring experience, reviewed a slide presentation describing KIMRISS, three reference cases and the published manuscript describing MOAKS, then scored 40 knees randomly selected from the 80 available.

For Exercise 2, focused on responsiveness, the same two expert readers scored all 16 knees for BML by MOAKS and KIMRISS, at baseline and 12-week follow-up.

### Association of BML to outcomes

Although this work focused primarily on reliability and responsiveness, as a secondary analysis we performed preliminary testing of validity and potential utility of BML scoring by KIMRISS and MOAKS via comparison with clinical status. This was assessed in both exercises by WOMAC (Western Ontario and McMaster Universities), with maximum possible scores: 20 for worst pain, 68 for poorest function.

### Statistics

We used SPSS (IBM, V.20). Descriptive statistics were reported as mean±SD. Given the large scoring ranges of both MOAKS and KIMRISS BML scores, we treated each as a quasi-continuous variable for analysis, and for simplicity, considered the whole-joint total BML score for most analyses. For interobserver reliability, we recorded intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC(3,1), two-way mixed single measures, consistency) between each reader pair.

We also generated Bland-Altman plots comparing expert reader scores, and computed smallest detectable change (SDC) for KIMRISS and MOAKS BML based on the 95% CI of interobserver variability of change scores.

For responsiveness, in Exercise 2 we computed standardised response means (SRM) for MOAKS and KIMRISS, and performed paired Student’s t-tests to assess for statistical significance of observed changes in BML by KIMRISS or MOAKS.

For validity related to pain and disability, we first assessed bivariate Pearson correlations between MRI BML scores (by KIMRISS and MOAKS) and WOMAC pain and function scores at baseline, at follow-up (Exercise 1: 1 year; Exercise 2: 12 weeks) and in terms of interval change. In each Exercise we then performed multivariate linear regression to determine whether

---

**Table 1** Baseline patient characteristics for two reading exercises

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean (SD) unless specified</th>
<th>Exercise 1 (OAI)</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>All (n=80)</th>
<th>Exercise 2 (Adalimumab)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Injection (n=40)</td>
<td>(n=40)</td>
<td>All (n=80)</td>
<td>All (n=16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>62.3 (8.5)</td>
<td>62.3 (8.6)</td>
<td>62.3 (8.6)</td>
<td>57.8 (10.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males (%)</td>
<td>8 (20%)</td>
<td>8 (20%)</td>
<td>16 (20%)</td>
<td>7 (35%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptom duration (years)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>4.7 (4.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOMAC pain (max. 20)</td>
<td>5.0 (3.5)</td>
<td>3.2 (3.9)</td>
<td>4.1 (3.8)</td>
<td>11.9 (3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOMAC function (max. 68)</td>
<td>24.8 (16.6)</td>
<td>15.6 (17.3)</td>
<td>20.2 (17.5)</td>
<td>43.6 (12.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kellgren-Lawrence Grade</td>
<td>2.9 (1.1)</td>
<td>2.8 (1.1)</td>
<td>2.9 (1.1)</td>
<td>2.8 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-L grade 0: n (%)</td>
<td>1 (2.5%)</td>
<td>1 (2.5%)</td>
<td>2 (2.5%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-L grade 1: n (%)</td>
<td>5 (12.5%)</td>
<td>5 (12.5%)</td>
<td>10 (12.5%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-L grade 2: n (%)</td>
<td>6 (15%)</td>
<td>6 (15%)</td>
<td>12 (15%)</td>
<td>4 (25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-L grade 3: n (%)</td>
<td>16 (40%)</td>
<td>16 (40%)</td>
<td>32 (40%)</td>
<td>12 (75%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-L grade 4: n (%)</td>
<td>12 (30%)</td>
<td>12 (30%)</td>
<td>24 (30%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Max., maximum; NA, not available; OAI, Osteoarthritis Initiative; WOMAC, Western Ontario and McMaster Universities.
baseline BML or change in BML predicted change in WOMAC pain scores, adjusting for variables correlating significantly in the univariate analysis as well as other potential confounders including age, sex, symptom duration, Kellgren-Lawrence (K-L) grade, and baseline WOMAC pain scores when change was the dependent variable.

RESULTS

Exercise 1

The observed BML scores were much lower than the theoretical maximum scores for KIMRISS and MOAKS, since only portions of even highly symptomatic knees contain BML. KIMRISS and MOAKS BML scores were highly correlated (r=0.89). There were non-significant trends towards more BML in the injection group than non-injection group, whether at baseline or 1-year, and whether scored by KIMRISS or MOAKS (table 2). There was also a non-significant trend increasing BML scores (ie, worsening disease) in the 1-year follow-up period, by KIMRISS or MOAKS; for example, KIMRISS BML increased in 21/40 non-injected knees and 23/40 injected knees, decreasing in 11 and 13 knees, respectively.

Reading times varied by reader experience, but averaged 3–8 min per scan for KIMRISS and MOAKS (including KIMRISS template sizing and moving, <0.5 min). A knee with no BML could be scored in under 1 min by either method, and scoring times for a knee with mild or moderate BML were similar for the two methods. KIMRISS scoring times were longer than MOAKS for the most severely arthritic knees with very extensive BML, due to the number of clicks required (eg, 10 min vs 7 min).

Reliability for expert users: BML change scores from baseline to follow-up were substantially more reliably generated using KIMRISS than MOAKS (ICC 0.82 vs 0.53). KIMRISS ICC was also slightly higher than MOAKS (ICC 0.82 vs 0.53). A knee with no BML could be scored in under 1 min by either method, and scoring times for a knee with mild or moderate BML were similar for the two methods. KIMRISS scoring times were longer than MOAKS for the most severely arthritic knees with very extensive BML, due to the number of clicks required (eg, 10 min vs 7 min). The observed BML scores were much lower than the theoretical maximum scores for KIMRISS and MOAKS, since only portions of even highly symptomatic knees contain BML. KIMRISS and MOAKS BML scores were highly correlated (r=0.89). There were non-significant trends towards more BML in the injection group than non-injection group, whether at baseline or 1-year, and whether scored by KIMRISS or MOAKS (table 2). There was also a non-significant trend increasing BML scores (ie, worsening disease) in the 1-year follow-up period, by KIMRISS or MOAKS; for example, KIMRISS BML increased in 21/40 non-injected knees and 23/40 injected knees, decreasing in 11 and 13 knees, respectively.

Reliability for expert users: BML change scores from baseline to follow-up were substantially more reliably generated using KIMRISS than MOAKS (ICC 0.82 vs 0.53). KIMRISS ICC was also slightly higher than MOAKS for the most severely arthritic knees with very extensive BML, due to the number of clicks required (eg, 10 min vs 7 min). The observed BML scores were much lower than the theoretical maximum scores for KIMRISS and MOAKS, since only portions of even highly symptomatic knees contain BML. KIMRISS and MOAKS BML scores were highly correlated (r=0.89). There were non-significant trends towards more BML in the injection group than non-injection group, whether at baseline or 1-year, and whether scored by KIMRISS or MOAKS (table 2). There was also a non-significant trend increasing BML scores (ie, worsening disease) in the 1-year follow-up period, by KIMRISS or MOAKS; for example, KIMRISS BML increased in 21/40 non-injected knees and 23/40 injected knees, decreasing in 11 and 13 knees, respectively.

Reliability for expert users: BML change scores from baseline to follow-up were substantially more reliably generated using KIMRISS than MOAKS (ICC 0.82 vs 0.53). KIMRISS ICC was also slightly higher than MOAKS for the most severely arthritic knees with very extensive BML, due to the number of clicks required (eg, 10 min vs 7 min). The observed BML scores were much lower than the theoretical maximum scores for KIMRISS and MOAKS, since only portions of even highly symptomatic knees contain BML. KIMRISS and MOAKS BML scores were highly correlated (r=0.89). There were non-significant trends towards more BML in the injection group than non-injection group, whether at baseline or 1-year, and whether scored by KIMRISS or MOAKS (table 2). There was also a non-significant trend increasing BML scores (ie, worsening disease) in the 1-year follow-up period, by KIMRISS or MOAKS; for example, KIMRISS BML increased in 21/40 non-injected knees and 23/40 injected knees, decreasing in 11 and 13 knees, respectively.

Reliability for expert users: BML change scores from baseline to follow-up were substantially more reliably generated using KIMRISS than MOAKS (ICC 0.82 vs 0.53). KIMRISS ICC was also slightly higher than MOAKS for the most severely arthritic knees with very extensive BML, due to the number of clicks required (eg, 10 min vs 7 min). The observed BML scores were much lower than the theoretical maximum scores for KIMRISS and MOAKS, since only portions of even highly symptomatic knees contain BML. KIMRISS and MOAKS BML scores were highly correlated (r=0.89). There were non-significant trends towards more BML in the injection group than non-injection group, whether at baseline or 1-year, and whether scored by KIMRISS or MOAKS (table 2). There was also a non-significant trend increasing BML scores (ie, worsening disease) in the 1-year follow-up period, by KIMRISS or MOAKS; for example, KIMRISS BML increased in 21/40 non-injected knees and 23/40 injected knees, decreasing in 11 and 13 knees, respectively.

Reliability for new versus expert readers: Interobserver reliability between scoring by each new reader (N1 and N2) and the average of the two expert reader scores is summarised in table 3. While both new readers assessed BML status scores reliably by either KIMRISS (ICC 0.89–0.98) or MOAKS (ICC 0.87–0.92), change in BML was substantially more reliably assessed by new readers using KIMRISS (ICC 0.87–0.92) than MOAKS (0.32–0.51).

Exercise 2

 Likely because OAI patients generally showed little change between baseline and 1-year scans, tests of responsiveness in Exercise 1 showed no statistically significant results. To more meaningfully compare responsiveness of KIMRISS versus MOAKS BML scoring, in Exercise 2 we scored MRI from a small clinical-trial cohort of patients who generally demonstrated substantial improvement in BML 12 weeks following potent anti-inflammatory therapy (figure 1).

Responsiveness: Patients in Exercise 2 showed more active arthropathy at baseline than those in Exercise 1 (KIMRISS BML average 37.3 vs 21.2). Twelve weeks post

| Table 2 | BML scores in Exercise 1 (40 knees in the injection cohort and 40 matched knees in the control cohort) and Exercise 2 (16 knees) |
|-------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|----------------|----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-------------------|-----------------|------------------|
| **Exercise 1** (1-year follow-up) | **Baseline** | **Follow-up** | **Change** | SDC (% of max) | **p Value** | **SRM** |
| KIMRISS (injection) | 26.7 (21.6) | 33.7 (26.4) | 7.0 (20.1) | 24.6 (3.2%) | 0.876* |        |
| KIMRISS (control) | 15.6 (17.2) | 21.9 (28.6) | 6.4 (15.4) |        |        |        |
| MOAKS (injection) | 4.7 (2.5) | 5.0 (2.5) | 0.3 (1.7) | 2.3 (5.1%) | 0.507* |        |
| MOAKS (control) | 3.1 (2.3) | 3.6 (3.0) | 0.5 (1.6) |        |        |        |
| **Exercise 2** (12-week follow-up) | **Baseline** | **Follow-up** | **Change** | SDC (% of max) | **p Value** | **SRM** |
| KIMRISS | 37.3 (36.7) | 29.8 (34.9) | −7.5 (10.9) | 15.1 (1.9%) | 0.015† | −0.69 |
| MOAKS | 6.3 (0.9) | 6.1 (0.8) | −0.2 (0.4) | 0.55 (1.2%) | 0.625† | −0.12 |

All readings are the average of two expert reader scores.

*Bold=statistically significant.

†For the difference in BML change scores between injection and control groups.

‡For the difference between baseline and follow-up BML scores.

BML, bone marrow lesions; SDC, smallest detectable change; SRM, standardised response mean, not calculated for Exercise 1 (not meaningful for observational data).
anti-inflammatory therapy, KIMRISS demonstrated a statistically significant decrease in BML, \( p=0.015, \text{SRM}=−0.69 \), while the decrease in MOAKS BML score was smaller \( (\text{SRM}=−0.12) \) and not statistically significant (table 2).

**Reliability:** The changes in BML in Exercise 2 were substantially more reliably assessed by KIMRISS than by MOAKS \( (\text{ICC} \ 0.90 \ \text{vs} \ 0.32, \ \text{table} \ 3) \). KIMRISS also appeared somewhat more reliable than MOAKS for baseline BML scoring \( (\text{ICC} \ 0.97 \ \text{vs} \ 0.67, \ \text{table} \ 3) \).

**Validity:** correlating BML to clinical findings
For OAI data (Exercise 1), no significant bivariate correlations were found between BML scores (KIMRISS, MOAKS) and WOMAC scores (pain, function). For adalimumab trial data (Exercise 2), baseline WOMAC pain and MRI BML were significantly correlated when measured by KIMRISS at the femur \( (r=0.51, p=0.048) \) or tibia \( (r=0.56, p=0.023) \), but not when measured by a combined whole-joint KIMRISS score \( (r=0.48, p=0.06) \) or when measured by MOAKS \( (r=0.36, p=0.17) \). Changes in BML scores did not significantly correlate to changes in WOMAC scores. At 12-week follow-up, WOMAC scores correlated more strongly to residual BML at the tibia when measured by KIMRISS (pain \( r=0.80, \) function \( r=0.79, p<0.0001 \)) than MOAKS (pain \( r=0.58, \) function \( r=0.46, \) not significant). Correlations to femoral BML were no longer significant.

---

**Table 3** Reliability of expert readers, composed of average of readings by two experts (80 patients Exercise 1; 16 patients Exercise 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BML Scores</th>
<th>Exercise 1</th>
<th>Exercise 2 (Adalimumab) N=16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(OAI) N=80</td>
<td>(OAI) N=40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIMRISS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status</td>
<td>0.84 (0.66 to 0.91)</td>
<td>0.89 (0.79 to 0.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>0.82 (0.73 to 0.88)</td>
<td>0.87 (0.77 to 0.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOAKS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status</td>
<td>0.79 (0.69 to 0.86)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.67 to 0.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>0.53 (0.35 to 0.68)</td>
<td>0.32 (0.01 to 0.57)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reliability: novice readers versus expert readers (40 randomly selected patients from the 80 patient Exercise 1 cohort).

BML, bone marrow lesions; ICC, Intraclass Correlation Coefficients; KIMRISS, Knee Inflammation MRI Scoring System; MOAKS, MRI Osteoarthritis Knee Score; OAI, Osteoarthritis Initiative.


DISCUSSION

We designed the new KIMRISS scoring system to focus on potentially reversible MRI biomarkers of active knee OA, and to facilitate scoring by online interface. KIMRISS evaluates BML and effusion/synovitis, which relate more strongly to symptoms than other MRI features such as cartilage changes. The OMERACT filter evaluates imaging-based scoring systems for truth (validity), discrimination (reliability/responsiveness) and feasibility. Here we compared reliability and responsiveness of scoring BML by KIMRISS versus the existing MOAKS scoring system, in observational and therapeutic-trial settings. (We did not assess the effusion component of KIMRISS or MOAKS scoring here). Our data also allowed us to make some preliminary hypothesis-generating observations regarding validity of BML scoring as related to OA disease status and outcomes, and to comment on scoring feasibility.

Reliability: Interobserver reliability was high and similar for KIMRISS and MOAKS BML scoring for disease status (ICC 0.84 vs 0.79), similar to published inter-rater ICC for MOAKS BML (0.74–1.00). However, reliability was consistently substantially better for KIMRISS than MOAKS in the crucial assessment of change in BML, whether for small changes in observational data (Exercise 1, ICC 0.82 vs 0.53), or larger changes in a therapeutic trial (Exercise 2, ICC 0.90 vs 0.32). The greater reliability of KIMRISS was particularly striking when new readers scored change in BML (ICC 0.87–0.92 for KIMRISS vs 0.32–0.51 MOAKS). Particularly for new readers, it seems that the many simple binary scoring decisions (BML yes/no) in KIMRISS are somewhat more reliably made than the fewer but more challenging scoring decisions in MOAKS, which requires readers to estimate the percentage volume involved by BML and cystic change within more anatomically complex regions.

Responsiveness: BML scoring by KIMRISS was more responsive than MOAKS, showing a statistically significant effect of therapy in Exercise 2 that was not demonstrated by MOAKS (BML decrease by KIMRISS SRM −0.69, p=0.015, by MOAKS SRM −0.12, p=0.625). This is due to the greater scoring range of KIMRISS (several hundred small regions) than MOAKS (12 larger regions). Acknowledging the low sensitivity of current scoring systems (BLOKS/WORMS/MOAKS) for small longitudinal changes, others have attempted to compensate by use of ‘within-grade scoring’. The more granular scoring approach used in KIMRISS offers a more objective alternative that ought to show less inter-reader variability than ‘within-grade scoring’ where readers are asked to rate whether a significant perceptible change has occurred or not. Future comparative studies could test this hypothesis.

Validity: A rationale for studying BML is that it should relate to clinical status and outcomes in OA. Although the non-randomised patient populations in both Exercises were not ideally suited for analysing these relations, we observed significant correlations, stronger when scored by KIMRISS than MOAKS. For example, Exercise 2 WOMAC scores correlated significantly to KIMRISS BML at baseline (r=0.51–0.56) and post-treatment (r=0.8), with weaker correlations to MOAKS BML (not significant at baseline, at most r=0.58 post-treatment). Correlations were higher for KIMRISS scores in femur or tibia alone than when combined. It is possible that BML concentrated in one bone or region may be more clinically meaningful than BML spread through a joint. Concordant with these results, others have also reported significant associations between BML size and knee pain. In a systematic review in 2011, 63% of studies found significant positive associations between BML and knee pain, with ORs 2.0 to 5.0. In our study, correlations between BML and pain/function were stronger in Exercise 2 (therapeutic trial) than Exercise 1 (observational data). This may be because BML is known to fluctuate over weeks in individuals being observed with OA. Given the mix of physiological and treatment effects on BML, we agree with others that BML may be a more appropriate outcome measure in clinical trials than observational studies.

The KIMRISS method includes scoring of non-articular bone (eg, regions F0, FS1, FS2), in which BML may be less relevant to the OA disease process than in subchondral bone. Although this may initially seem counter-intuitive, we have intentionally included these regions in scoring, for two reasons: it allows future analysis comparing BML in subchondral and non-subchondral locations which can clarify whether non-subchondral BML in fact has any clinical relevance in OA, and it increases the potential applicability of the KIMRISS system to other disease processes such as inflammatory arthropathies and avascular necrosis, in which non-subchondral BML may be highly clinically meaningful.

KIMRISS scores hundreds of tiny subregions, which can be combined in a variety of ways, each with advantages and disadvantages. For this initial study, focused on feasibility and reliability, we have simply summed all subregions in each bone at the knee. For future studies addressing clinical questions in larger patient populations, such a whole-bone or whole-joint total score may not be optimal since changes in some regions may balance out others; changes in some regions such as non-subchondral bone may not be as clinically relevant as in others; or the scoring system may be over-sensitive to tiny changes which are not clinically meaningful. In future studies in large patient populations, different approaches to combining KIMRISS scores can be tested. For example, perhaps a score including only the medial and lateral weight-bearing subchondral regions would correlate best to clinical symptoms, and perhaps a minimum threshold of change likely to be clinically relevant can be established. KIMRISS should be thought of mainly as a reliable means of acquiring the raw data regarding extent and location of knee BML, which can
then be combined in ways optimised to each clinical question.

Correlations between BML and change in pain were not significant in this study, but in Exercise 2, in which this was most meaningfully assessed, the sample size was small. Given the strength of correlations between BML and pain status scores at baseline and follow-up, a larger study might also show significant correlations between change scores. This significant association between BML and clinical status in a therapeutic-trial setting reaffirms the clinical relevance of BML, supporting its use in MRI-based OA scoring and validating the concept behind KIMRISS.

Feasibility: KIMRISS scoring would have been highly cumbersome using a pencil or spreadsheet, but the web-based environment using mouse or touch-screen input on a digital overlay allowed KIMRISS to be rapid and user-friendly, with intuitive binary scoring. KIMRISS and MOAKS had similar scoring times of 3–8 min per scan, perhaps because time spent clicking more small subregions in KIMRISS balanced the time spent mentally calculating the percentage of each region involved in BML for MOAKS, at least for mild to moderate OA. Scoring of severely arthritic knees with extensive BML was slower using KIMRISS than MOAKS due to the many clicks/touches needed.

Feasibility of KIMRISS semiquantitative BML scoring may be equivalent or preferable to fully quantitative methods, which can involve a similar level of reader supervision and expertise. In automated quantitation, the reader may need to place seed points within BML and/or adjust signal intensity thresholds to characterise BML accurately; the reader doing this may as well mouse-click or touch regions of BML on the KIMRISS digital overlay. Also, semiquantitative scoring such as by KIMRISS does not require specialised high-resolution MRI sequences or advanced workstation postprocessing.

The KIMRISS BML system we have described does not assess other potential MRI measures of treatment response considered in other scoring systems; depending on goals of scoring, these could be added. For example, in some future OA studies it may be useful to perform MOAKS grading of most periarticular pathology, while substituting the more detailed KIMRISS BML scoring for the MOAKS BML component. Grading of effusion/synovitis is also part of KIMRISS, but limiting assessment in this study to BML maximised ease of use while maintaining responsiveness.

This study had limitations. The sample size was small, particularly in Exercise 2. Although OAI data was collected by strict protocols, it was not collected by us and information such as exactly when steroid injection occurred in each knee was unavailable. Our non-randomised inclusion criteria in Exercise 1 (injection/non-injection cohorts) limit generalisability of inferences relating patient characteristics and long-term outcomes. However, this was not our purpose; we designed this study to efficiently compare two BML scoring systems across the widest possible spectrum of OA severity. Further studies in which KIMRISS scoring is applied to larger, randomised data sets can more fully assess associations between BML, other features of OA, and outcomes. We noted minor systematic interobserver variability between expert KIMRISS readings. This may be due to varying thresholds between readers for recording positive BML, and should be correctable with more standardised user training in future studies. As with any binary scoring system, there is a risk of over-estimation or under-estimation of change, for example, if BML only partially fills a KIMRISS region at baseline but fills more of this region at follow-up the score (ie, 1) would not change in this region. However, given the much smaller region sizes in KIMRISS than in MOAKS, the impact of such estimation errors should be less in KIMRISS. Finally, it is acknowledged that multiple small BML may have a different clinical significance than a few large BML, which is not reflected in the analysis methodology of this study where we assessed primarily the whole-joint total BML score and the aggregated subscores in 12 large regions corresponding to those used in MOAKS. Larger sample sizes would allow more detailed subregional analysis, so that BML distribution and changes could be defined in a more refined manner than in this pilot study.

In summary, scoring of BML by KIMRISS showed advantages over MOAKS, more reliably assessing change in BML, particularly for novices, showing greater responsiveness, demonstrating a significant effect of therapy in a small cohort and correlating more strongly to clinical outcomes. These results support the use of KIMRISS BML scoring as an imaging outcome measure in OA clinical research, and suggest that its use could aid in our understanding of OA progression.
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